
August 17, 1971 

Dear Jim: 

Because I am rushing to complete a draft, I am abusing Lil to type my reply to your letter of the 15th. I have two letters from the Archives I haven't yet looked at and will add a comment if necessary. 
Thanks for the Telas Observer and the two Ray charts. Yeu are correct, these I had seen and at some point before any trial, when we have some time for analysis, I would like to discuss the one of the scene of the crime with you. I have not seen the article in Sputnik. Glad to get the story on Ritey, but I am curious about a guy who would undertake such a thing with no first-hand knowledge, simply irresponsibly_ repeating what was pub- licly discussed. There is no better way to turn off legislators (like Boggs): 
POST MORTEM: Very glad you are making notes. Please note additionally the very large hunks that can be cut from I and should be. This also can be very helpful. I dates to a retyping in August 1967. I took out of it what I added in the last minute as what will be Part III shows. I intended to carry that further and use it in Part II and did not change this plan when 
I did III. However, with the results I  have decided to make Ilf Into II. Per your informetion, III was completed before the second Helleek hearing, all of which, including Cyril's understanding of what the psnel report really shows, came from it. I have a few things to add. The new Part III is what I have been working o4 except for cOhclusionn and the part of the last chapter upon which I am now engaged, the draft is done. 
On Ray: Something I think you and Bud are not prepared to believe. He has a much deeper and impersonal mistrust of all lawyers than he has let you see. He has disclosed it to me with the request that I not tell Bud, and I suppose honorably I should ask you not to. There is no alternative, Bud having seen to that, but r am deeply apprehensive about several things, if he discusses these things with Bud.• First, needless risk to Bud; second, the kind of con-tabulation that might, without any evil intention at all, result; and third, t think an unwillingness to be as open with Bud as he might be with me. As my crossed letter says, 1 will come in before Bud goes. I have discussed one aspect with Bled end I will have that letter written. There will remain the problem of the worst possible approach in trying to accomplish this, a letter rather than a face-to-face meeting, and second, how he can safely get anything to me after Bud departs. The one means I can now anticipate is via Jerry, who will be seeing him in about six weeks. To the degree I can, I have pre-pared both of them. 
On the Bessemer thing: Remarkable how it coincides with the "Duncan - Ockie" threat to McGovern whose picture was included. I think Bud should ask Jim if he knows anyone this could be, and that while it may be a nut or a nct very intelligent wall-wisher, there might be a remote chance of something else. 

Sincerely, 

Harold 

P.S. One letter from the Archives says they have prepared new pictures for me. The second refers to Executive Order 10501 (18 P.R. 71049).' Do 
1isetre18061.8114:110  214.104110 tgo phone talks tletter with some care WY fin ,/ am in 
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Dear Harold, 

Thanks for the recent letters. I have a few things I am 
sending you. One is a copy of Sylvia's recent article on the Givens 

testimony which appeared in the Texas Observer along with a "reply" 

by Belin. Did I or did I not send you a copy of the article on 
the JFK assassination from Sputnik? I have come across two magpa 

maps which James Earl Ray drew for someone, presumably Bud. I think 
you've seen both before, in fact have copies of both, but I'll send 

them on tomorrow when I can get to a copying machine. One is 
of a motel somewhere in the FlorenceTDecatur, Ala. area and the other 

is Ray's reconstruction of the assassination scene with comments 
(not, I think, made entirely from personal knowledge). 

I presume you read the small item in—Jack Anderson's column 
a few weeks back about a 14 page memorandum circulating on Capitol 
Hill about conspiracies in the assassinations of King, Kennedy, and 

Kennedy. It was attributed by the column to a Mr. Riley in San 
Francisco. The name is actually Ritey. Bob Smith got hold of a 
copy of the memo from Les Whitten, who did the article. The memo 

has some rather bad errors in it. Not intentionally, however. Bob 

got in touch with Ritey who wrote to say that he drew up the memo 
for Proxmire's AA in great haste because he was told that Proxmire 

mil was vaguely considering running for the Democratic nomination 

and would a raise the assassination issue if his AA could be convinced 
everything was not kosher. The memo did not succeed in convincing 

the AA. Bud says flatly that there is no chance of anyone or any memo 

convincing Proxmire's AA, Shuman, who he knows personally. I once 

had a confrontation with Proxmire in a cafe in Stevens Point, Wisconsin 
and got the impression that it was an issue he'd rather not tangle 

with, though he was not so hobtile as Nelson. At any rate, this 
Ritey memo got circulated to other Senators, Hart and Church, I 
believe, and then someone leaked it to Anderson. Ritey himself was 
not happy with this and apparently did not anticipate it. 

Getting moved and settled down temporarily halted k my reading 

of Post Mortem III (what, by the way, ever happened to Post Mortem 
II? I don't seem to have a copy of it). But I should finish it 
by next weekend. You seem tok have already xxximbsixdsd decided to 
follow what would be my first piece of advice: limit the subject 
matter pretty strictly to the autopsy, autopsy panel report, and 
other material dealing directly with medical questions. I have only 
read the first 20 pages of Post Mortem III, but it seems to start 



off much better than I. The material on the behind the scenes 
goings on . at the tearing before Judge Halleck has a lot of drama 
in it and should stimulate the curiosity (and befuddlement) of 
the millions who always wondered what the hell was going on at 
the Shaw trial. 

I have culled some examples of what I think is bad writing 
style in Post Mortem I. I'll type a few up and send them on to 
you later this week. These are just some things I noticed which 
would be fairly easy to change, but which make a difference in 
the crispness mixikamagli and clarity of the style. Since they 
are repeated fairly often, you should be able to change quite a 
number of passages with similar defects once you pick up on the 
idea from the examples I send you. 

Back to James Earl Ray. First, if Bud hasnot already sent 
you the Thomppon material, I'll mail it off tomorrow. I thought 
you had a copy of it from about 6 months to a year back. I assume 
you're talking about the interview Russell X. had with a kid 
who thought he saw Sprague's Frenchy in a Memphis bus station at 
the time of the assassination. 

I'll discuss your 8-12 letter with Bud tomorrow (Monday). 
I too am apprehensive about Ray's safety. Frankly, I don't think 
there's anything else that can stop us from getting a new trial 
for him. But I don't know how to get the information out of him. 
If you come in sometime before Bud leaves, perhaps we can discuss 
some possibilities tkadxkiancintiimxtaxput which are suggested by 
his letter to you. But I'm not very hopeful; he is being polite, 
but very firm. 

Also, when you come in there is some mail which has been 
sent to Ray, again from Bessemer, Ala. Two bulky packages this 
time. More religious literaturel. a copy of Dale Carnegie, etc. 
The one thing that sort of struck my eye was a recent copy of 
Parade, the one with George McGovern on the cover. Don't know 
whether anything can be made of it except nuttiness. 

Best regards, 


